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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we shall derive explicit error estimates in Loo norm between a given 
function f(x) E PC(n)[a,b], 4 _< n _< 6 and its quintic Lidstone-spline interpolate. The results 
obtained are then used to establish precise rror bounds for the approximated and biquintic Lidstone- 
spline interpolates. We also include applications to integral equations and boundary value problems 
as well as sufficient numerical examples which dwell upon the sharpness of the obtained results. 
Seywords--L idstone-spl ine interpolation, Boundary value problems, Integral equations, Error 
bounds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the year 1929, Lidstone [1] introduced a generalization of Taylor 's series. It  approximates a 
given function in the neighborhood of two points instead of one. In terms of completely contin- 
uous functions it has been characterized in the work of Boas [2,3], Poritsky [4], Schoenberg [5], 
Whi t taker  [6,7], Widder [8,9], and others. In the field of approximation theory [10-14] the Lid- 
stone interpolating polynomial of degree (2m-  1) satisfies the Lidstone conditions p(2i)(0) = As, 
P(2i)(1) -- Bi, 0 < i < m - 1. Further, boundary value problems consisting of 2m th order ordi- 
nary differential equation f(2m) = F(x ,  f ,  f ' , . . . ,  f(2m-1)) and the Lidstone boundary conditions 
f(2~)(0) = As, f(2~)(1) = B~, and several of its particular cases have been the subject matter  of 
several recent investigations [11,15-23]. The motivation of this paper is in line with these related 
works, and the results obtained supplement those established earlier by the authors [11,24]. 
Let - co  < a < b < co and -co  < c < d < co. For the intervals [a,b] and [c,d], we let 
A : a = X 0 < X 1 < " ' "  < iN+ 1 = b,  and A' : c = Y0 < Yl < "'" < YM+I = d denote uniform 
part it ions of [a, b] and [c, d] with stepsizes h = (b -  a) / (N + 1) and g = (d -  c ) / (M + 1), respectively. 
Further,  we let p = A x A '  be a rectangular part it ion of [a, b] × [c, d]. Let PCn'°°[a, b] be the set 
of all real-valued functions f (x )  such that: 
(i) f (x )  is (n - 1) t imes continuously differentiable on [a, b], 
(ii) there exist ti, 0 < i < L + 1 with a = to < tt < . . .  < tL+l = b such that  on each open 
subinterval (t~, t i+l),  0 < i < L, Dn- l  f (D = ~7) is continuously differentiable, and 
(iii) the sup-norm of Dnf  is finite; i.e., 
IIDnfH = max sup IDnf(x){ < co. 
O<_i<L x6( t~, t~+l )  
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For the functions f (x,  y) of two variables, the sets pcn'°°([a, b] x [c, d]) and pcn"~'°°([a, b] x 
[c, d]) axe defined analogously. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we shall collect some results established 
earlier [10,12,24] which will be needed in later sections. In Section 3, for a.given function f (x)  E 
PC  (N) [a, b], 4 < n < 6, we shall define its quintic Lidstone-spline interpolate LS3~f(x), which is 
different from that considered in [24]. Two explicit representations of LS3~f(x) are also given. 
We shall derive explicit upper estimates for []Dk(f - LS3af)[[, 0 < k < n - 1, 4 < n < 6 in terms 
of [[Dnf[[ in Section 4. In Section 5, we shall construct approximated Lidstone splines SJ (x ) ,  
1 < i < 7 under the conditions 
(i) unknown f(4), i = 0, N + 1; 
(ii) unknown f[', 0 < i < N + 1; 
(iii) unknown f~4), i = 0, N + 1, f~', 0 < i < N + 1; 
(iv) unknown f~4), i = 0, N + 1, f/", 1 < i < N; 
(v) unknown f/4) i=0 ,  N+l , f [ ' ,  fi, 0< i<N+l ;  
(vi) unknown f~4), i = 0, Y + 1, f[', fi, 1 < i < N; and 
(vii) unknown f[', fi, 1 < i < N. 
Again explicit upper bounds for [[Dk(f - SJ)H, 0 < k < 5, 1 < i < 7 in terms of t[ D6f I[ are 
established. These results directly conclude the stability properties of Lidstone spline. Section 6 
deals with the treatment of two-dimensional Lidstone-spline interpolation. Once again we shall 
offer explicit error estimates in the two-dimensional case. Finally in Section 7, as applications of 
the results obtained in Sections 4 and 5, we shall construct sixth order C (3) approximate solutions 
of second order boundary value problems. We shall also approximate the solutions of Fredholm 
integral equations, and provide a priori as well as posteriori error bounds between the exact 
and approximate solutions. Throughout, sufficient numerical i lustration, which dwells upon the 
sharpness and importance of the results obtained, is included. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
DEFINITION 2.1. The unique polynomial An(x) of degree (2n + 1) defined by the relations 
Ao(X) = x, 
A~(x) = hn-l(x),  (2.1) 
An(0) = An(l) = 0, n _> 1 
is called the Lidstone polynomial 
LEMMA 2.1. [10] The Lidstone polynomial An(x) can be expressed as 
An(x) = gn(x,t) tdt, n > 1, (2.2) 
where 
f (z - 1)t, t <_ x, gl(x,t) (2.3) / (t-1)z, x<_t, 
~01 gn(X,t) = gl(x, t l )gn- l ( t l , t )dt l ,  n > 2. (2.4) 
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LEMMA 2.2. [10] The following equality holds: 
fO x A,~(1 -x )  = g,~(x,t)(1 - t )dt ,  n>_ 1. (2.5) 
Let d2n,k represent the numbers 
2 ~ ! '  k = 2i, 0 < i < n, 
d2n,k ---- (2.6) 
, - l )  (~n--'2~)i B2n-2i, k=2i+ l ,  0<i<n-1 ,  
2, k = 2n + 1, 
where E2n and B2n are 2n th Euler and Bernoulli numbers, respectively. It is clear that d2n,k+2 =
d2n-2,k, 0 < k < 2n - 1. 
LEMMA 2.3. [10] The following holds: 
/0 /01 (-1)'~g,~(x,t)dt = [g,~(z,t)l dt = (-1)nE2,~(x) < d2n,o, (2.7) 
where E2n(x) is the Euler polynomiM of degree 2n. 
LEMMA 2.4. [10] The [ollowing holds: 
~o I [g~(x,t)l = (-1)  n [2E2,(x) + (1 - 2x)E2n-l(x)] <_ d2,m. (2.8) dt 
For a fixed A, we define the set ira(A) = {h(x) 6 C[a, b] : h(x) is a polynomial of degree at 
most (2m-  1) in each subinterval [x~,xi+l], 0 < i < N}. It is clear that Lm(A) is of dimension 
[2m(N ÷ 1) - N]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For a given function f(x) E c(2m-2)[a,b], we say L~mf(X) is the Lm(A)- 
interpolate of f(x), also known as Lidstone interpolate of f(x), if L~mf(X) E Lm(A) with ~--_ f(2k). D2kLamf(Xi) f(2k)(xi) = Ji , O < k < m-  l, O < i < N + l. 
In view of (2.1)-(2.5), it can be shown that (cf. [10]) for f(z) • C (2m-2) [a, b], L~mf(Z) uniquely 
exists and in the subinterval [xi, xi+l] can be explicitly expressed as 
m--1 [f[ ( h ) ~(2k)Ak (X_~) ]  h2k (2.9) LAmf(x) = E 2k) i k  Xi-~ --X -~-Ji-~l 
k=0 
Therefore, it follows that 
N+I m-1 
LAreS(x) = E E rm,i,j(x) S~ 2j), (2.10) 
i=O j~O 
where rm,i,j(x); 0 < i < N ÷ 1, 0 < j < m - 1 are the basic elements of Lm(A) satisfying 
D2Vrm,~,j(x~)=~hvj; 0<u<m-1,  0<#<N+I  (2.11) 
and appear as 
rm,~j(x)=Aj(X~+h-X)h2J ,  x~ <_x<_x~+l, 0<i<N,  
= Aj (X - ; i -1 )  h 2j, Xi- l  ( X <~ Xi, I< i<N+I ,  (2.12) 
= 0, otherwise. 
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It  is clear that in the above Definition 2.2 as well as in the representation (2.10), the func- 
tion f (x)  need not be in C (2m-2)[a, b]; rather, it is sufficient (which we shall assume throughout) 
= = f(2k).  that for the function f(x) ,  D2kL~mf(Xi ) f(2k)(xi) :i ,0 < k < m - 1, 0 < i < N + 1 exist. 
LEMMA 2.5. [24] For 0 < i < N and 0 < k < 2j + 1, 0 < j _< m - 1, the following equa//ties 
hold: 
max [[Dkrm,ij(x)[ + [Dkrm,i+lj(x)[] = d2j,k h 2j-k. (2.13) 
x, <_x<_x,+ l 
The first few d2j,k are given in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1. 
k 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
J 
0 1 2 
1 1 
1 ~ ~ 1 2 
5 1 1 1 
2 384 24 8 2 1 2 
LEMMA 2.6. [24] For 0 < i < N and 0 < k < 5, the following equalities hold: 
max [Dkr3,i,j(x)[ = b2j,kh 2j-k, j = 1,2, (2.14) 
x~<_x<x~+l 
where the constants  b2j,k are given in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2. 
k 
0 1 2 3 4 5 j 
1 ~ ~ 1 1 o o 
1 1V~ 1 2 0.65221842 - 2 4--5 9 5 1 1 
LEMMA 2.7. [10] Let F(x) • pc2m'°°[a,b]. Then, 
IIDk(f - L~mf)ll <_ d2m,k h 2m-k IID2mfl[, 0 < k < 2m - 1. (2.15) 
LEMMA 2.8. [12] Let f (x)  E pc2m-2'°°[a,b]. Then, 
[[Dk(f - L~:)[I <_ 2d2m-2,k h 2m-2-k HD2m-2:I[, 0 < k < 2m - 2. (2.16) 
LEMMA 2.9. [12] Let f (x)  E pc2m-l '~[a,b],  1 < m < 3. Then, 
llDk(f -- n~f)ll <_ C2m-l,k h 2m-l-k [ID2m-lf H , 0 < k < 2m - 2, (2.17) 
where the constants C2m_l, k 83"6 given in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. 
m 1 2 3 
k 
1 1 1 
o ~ 2-~ 240 
2V~- ~ 1 (1 ~5"  1/2 ( V~ 5' l 9 225 ~ - J )2+5 , ) 
1 1 
2 ~ 24 
3 9 
1 4 ~ 
Results similar to that of Lemmas 2.7-2.9 for several other interpolating polynomials uch as 
Hermite, Abel-Gontscharoff, special cases of Birkhoff, and their applications in the theory of 
ordinary differential equations are available in [11,25-27]. 
LEMMA 2.10. [28] Let A be a square matrix such that t[A[[ < 1. Then, (I -t- A) is nonsingular 
and 
1[(I + _< (1 -[[AH) -1 , 
where I is the identity matrix. 
3. QUINT IC  L IDSTONE-SPL INE  INTERPOLAT ION 
For a fixed A, we define the spline space Sm(A) = {s(x) E C (2m-3) [a, b] : s(x) is a polynomial 
of degree at most (2m - 1) in each subinterval [xi, xi+l], 0 < i < N}. It is clear that SIn(A) is 
of dimension 2(N + m). 
DEFINITION 3.1. For a given f(x) e c(2m-2)[a,b], we say LS~mf(X) is the Lidstone Sra(A)- 
interpolate of f(x), also known as Lidstone-spline interpolate of f(x), if nS~mf(X) e SIn(A) 
with 
#2k). D2kLS~f(xi) = f(2k)(xi) = Ji , 1 < i < N, O < k < m-  2, 
(3.1) #2k). D2kLS~mf(xi)=f(2k)(xi)=ji , i=O,N+l ,  0<k<m-1.  
Since SIn(A) C Lm(A), we can represent LS~mf(x) in terms of the basic elements rm,i,j(x); 
0 < i < N + 1, 0 < j < m - 1 of Lm(A) even though these functions may not belong to SIn(A). 
In fact, we have 
N+I m-1 
LS2f(x)  = ~ Z rm,~,j(x) D2JLS~mf(xi). (3.2) 
i=O j=O 
As earlier, here also we note that in the above Definition 3.1 as well as in the representation (3.2) 
for the function f(x) it is sufficient o assume that D2kL~f(xi) = f(2k)(xi) = f~2k)., 0 <_ k _< 
m- 1, 0 < i < N + 1 exist. 
For m -- 3 we shall show that the unknown constants D2m-2LSArtx "~ 1 < i < N are the W'l, J ',, Z /~ 
solutions of a diagonally dominant system of linear algebraic equations, and hence can be obtained 
explicitly in terms of the known quantities. For this, we need the following results. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let 1 < i < N but fixed, and p(x), q(x) be two quintic polynomials in [x~-l, xi] and 
[xi, xi+l], respectively. Suppose D2ap(xi) = D2kq(xi) = f~2k), 0 < k < 2; then Dp(xi) = Dq(xi) 
if and only if 
h-~2 [D2p (x/-1) -~- 4 f:' -}- D2q (xi+l)] = p (xi-1) - 2 fi + q (xi+l) 
6 (3.3) h 4 
-~- -~  [7n4p(xi_l) -~- 16 f~4) d- 7n4q(xi+l)] ,
and Dap(xi) = D3q(xi) if and only ff 
h 2 
[D4p(xi_l) + 4 f/4) + D4q(xi+l)] (3.4) D2p(xi_l) - 2 f~" + D2q(xi+l) = -~ 
PROOF. By construction 
5 
; (x )  = ak(x  - 
k=0 
where 
a0 = I i ,  a:  = f" ,  = 
1 [ h 2 h 2 h 4 /[4) 7h4 D4p(xi_l)], 
a l=~ £ -- p(xi-1) + -~ I[' W "-~ D2p(xi-1) - -~ --36~ 
a3 = -~ f~' -- D2p(xi-1) + -~ + -~ D4p(xi-1) , a5 - 120h 
and hence, Dp(xi) = al, D3p(xi) = a3. Similarly, 
5 
q(x) = E bk (X -- x~) k , 
k=O 
where 
bo = fi, b2 = ~ f~', b4 = f}4), 
1 [  h 2 h 2 h 4 f~4) 7h4 D4q(xi+i)], 
bi ~" -~ q(xi+l) - fi - -~ f~! - -~ n2q(xi+l) + ~ + 
~h [ h2f~4) h2 ] 1 [ D4q(x i+ l ) - f (4 ) ]  b3 = O2q(=i+l) - f~' - -~ - -~ D4q(xi+l) , bs = ~ 
and hence, Dq(xi) = bl, D3q(xi) = b3. 
Therefore, Dp(x~) = Dq(xi) if and only if al = bl, which is the same as (3.3), and D3p(x,) = 
D3q(xi) if and only if a3 = b3, which is the same as (3.4). 
" D2h(xi) and LEMMA 3.2. Let h(x) C L3(A) be a function for which, say, ci = h(xi), c i = 
c~ 4) = D4h(x~), 0 < i < N + 1 exist. Then, h(x) 6 S3(A) / land only if c~ a), 1 < i < g sat/sly 
the following relations: 
65c14) + 26c(4)+ c~4) = --M c°120 . -18  c~ 4) 
+ lh~(-2co -~- 5Cl -4c2  -~- C3), (3.5) 
~(4) 120, 
C}t)2 q- 26 C~4_.) 1 "b 66C~ 4) -'{- 26 CI..~_)1 -}'- "i+2 = -~[C i -2  - -  4C/-1 -'b 6Ci - -  4Ci+1 Jr" Ci+2), 
2<i<N-1 ,  (3.6) 
c(4) 120 c" .~ (4) + 26c(A1  + 65c( ) N+,  = -- 1~ CN+ I 
120. 
+ -~-(cg-2 -- 4 CN-1 + 5 CN -- 2 CN+I). (3.7) 
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Moreover, from the system (3.5)-(3.7), the unknowns c~ 4), 1 < i < N can be obtained uniquely 
in terms of ci, 0 < i < N + 1, Cto ', C~+l, c (4), and c~)+1 . 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.1, the continuity of Dh(x) and D3h(x) is equivalent to the equations (3.3) 
and (3.4), respectively, which are better written as 
,, ,, 6 h2(  ) 
P, :  ci_ 1 +4c~' +c,+,  = ~-~(c,-1- 2c~ + Ci+l)+ ~ 7c~4)1_ + 16c~ 4) + 7cI~1 
and 
Qi :  c" -- 2c" -~c'' h2 ( c~ 4) i -1  i - -  ,+1 = ~ c~4-)1 +4 +z,+l ) "  ~4~ 
The operations 2P1 - P2 + 4Q1 + Q2, -P i -1 + 2P~ - Pi+l + Q~-I + 4Qi + Qi+l, and --PN-1 + 
2PN + QN-I + 4QN give (3.5)-(3.7), respectively. 
The system (3.5)-(3.7) in matrix form can be written as 
Bc 4 = k, (3.8) 
where c 4 = [c~4)], 
26, [ i - j l  = 1, 
65, i = j  = 1,N, 
B-- [b~j]= 66, i= j=2, . . . ,N -1 ,  (3.9) 
1, l i - J l  = 2, 
O, otherwise, 
and k = [ki], where 
120 ,, .~ (4) . 120 . . . .  4 ' " 
-~c  o - l~c  o - t -~-zco -eoc l -  c2-ec3), i= l ,  
(4) 120 
-c  o +~(co-40+6c2-4c3+c4) ,  i=2 ,  
120 
ki = --~ (c~-2 - 4ci-1 + 6ci - 4ci+1 + ci+2), 3 < i < N - 2, (3.10) 
-c(ff+l + h12-~04 (CN_3--nCN_2+6CN_I--4CN+CN+I), i=N-1 ,  
120 ,, .~ (4) . 120 . . . . . .  
CN+ 1 -- I~CN+ 1 "t- ~ [CN-2  --  ~CN-1  -t- OCN -- ZCN+I ) ,  i = N. 
LEMMA 3.3. For a given f(x) E C(4)[a, b], LS3~ f(x) exists and is unique. 
PROOF. For a given g(x) E C (4) [a, b], L3~g(x) exists and is unique. Further, by Lemma 3.2 for the 
" = ]~', 0 < i < N + 1, c~ 4) f[4); i = 0, N + 1 there exist unique given set of numbers ci = fi, ci = 
^(2k) c~ 4), 1 < i < N satisfying (3.5)-(3.7). Now, let g(x) E C(4)[a,b] be such that g(2k)(x~) = c~ , 
0 < i < N + 1, 0 < k < 2. Then, again by Lemma 3.2, L3~g(x) E S3(A). However, from the 
definition, this n~g(x) is the same as LS~f(x).  
REMARK 3.1. From Lemma 3.3 and (3.2), it is clear that LS3~f(x) can be expressed as 
N+I  N 
T X ii Ls s(z) = + )S I+ + + 4), 
~=0 i= l  
(3.11) 
where c} 4), 1 < i < N satisfy (3.5)-(3.7). 
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REMARK 3.2. It is possible to describe a basis for S3(A), namely the 'L-cardinal splines,' 
2N+5 {si(x)}i= 0 , defined by the following interpolation conditions: 
sj(xi) = 5ij, D2sj(xi) = D4sj(a) = D4sj(b) = 0, 0 <_ i , j  <_ N + 1, 
8j(Xi) = O, D2sj(xi) = 5i,j-N-2, D48j(a) = D4sj(b) - -  0; 
N+2<j<2N+3,  0<i<N+I ,  
s j (x i )=D2s j (x i )=O;  j=2N+4,2N+5,  0<i<N+I ,  
D4szN+4(a) = 1, D4szg+4(b) = O, 
D4s2g+5(a) = O, D4s2g+5(b) = 1. 
Obviously, LS3~f(x) can be explicitly expressed as 
N+I  
X " (4) LS~f (x )  = E [s,(x)fi + s,+g+2( )f~ ] + 82N+4(x)f (4) + 82N+5(X)f~+ 1. (3.12) 
i=0 
4. ERROR BOUNDS 
Let f (x)  6 PC'~'°°[a,b], 2m - 2 <_ n <_ 2m. To obtain upper bounds for IIDk(f -- LS~f)I I ,  
0 < k < n - 1 in terms of IIDnfll, we begin with the equality 
f (x)  - LS~mf(x) = (f(x) - L~mf(x)) + (iAmf(x) - iS~mf(x)).  (4.1) 
In (4.1) the term (L~f(x)  - iS~mf(x)) belongs to ira(A),  and 
D 2k (L~mf(xi) - LS~mf(xi)) = 0; 1 < i < N, 0 < k < m - 2, 
i=O,N+l ,  0<k<m-1.  
Hence, from (2.10) and (3.2), it follows that 
N 
L f(x) - LS f(x) = , (4.2) 
/=1 
where 2m-2 f}2m-2) _ D2m_2LS~f(x,) .  Thus, on substituting (4.2) into (4.1) and differen- ei~ m 
tiating the resulting relation k times, 0 < k < n - 1 at x 6 [xi,xi+l], 0 < i < N, we obtain 
N 
nk ( f l (x) -  iS~mf(x)) = nk ( f l (x) -  i~mfl(x)) -{- E r(k)m,i,m-lk ~](~'~e2"m-2$,m • (4 .3)  
i=1 
_2m-21 ~2m-2  Let the vector [e~,,n I be denoted as ~m • Then, from the triangle inequality, we find that 
IIDk ( f -  LS~mf)[I <-IIDk ( f -  Lamf)II + [le2'n-211 (4.4) 
× max max r ,m_l(X) + m,,+l.m_l(X , 0 < k < n -  1, 
0<i<N x~<_x<_x~+l 
(k) where we have used the fact that rrn,~,m_l(x ) is nonzero nly in the interval (xi-1, xi) U (xi, xi+l). 
In the right side of (4.4), the equalities and the inequalities obtained in Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7-2.9 
can be used, and hence we only need to compute an upper estimate for Ile2mm-21l. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f (x)  6 pcn'°°[a,b], 4 < n < 6. Then, 
11411 -< h -4 IID'Vll, (4.5) 
where ~4 = 20, ~s = 0.25465679 + 1 and f~s = 5/6. 
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PROOF. We shall prove (4.5) only for n = 6. The proof of the other cases is similar. Let 
r = [r~(f)] be an N x 1 vector defined by 
r = B e~, (4.o) 
where the matr ix  B is given in (3.9). Then, it follows that  
S f4 = k ÷ r, (4.7) 
where k is defined in (3.10) and f4 __ [f~4)] is an N x 1 vector. 
For i = 1, from (4.7), (3.9) and (3.10), we have 
r l (S) = is  So (4) + 65 S~ 4) + 28 s~ (4) + s~ 4) 120 S~' 120 h2 + -~-  (2 fo - 5 f l  + 4 f2 - $3), 
which in view of Peano's kernel theorem can be written as 
I f  x3 
r l ( f )  -- 5! Jxo (rl)x(x - $)s+ D6f(t) dr, (4.8) 
where 
2400, 
l ( "1 )~(x  - 0~- I  = 120 [18(Xo - 0+ + 65(x i  - t )+  + 26(x2  - t )+  + (x3 - t )+]  - - -~- (Xo  - t)~. 
120 [2(xo - t) 5 - 5(Xl - t) 5 ÷ 4(x2 - t) 5 - (x3 - t)~F] +~-  
T-T  5=c~I (T ) ,  T -  (x3 - t )  T e [0, 11, 
= 120h ~ 22T - 10T 2 - 10T 3 - 5T 4 ÷ 3T 5 = a2(T) ,  T - (x2 - t) T • [o, 1], 
/ 
32T-40T  2+10T 4 2T 5=cz3(T) ,  T -  (x l - t )  T • [o,1]. 
Therefore, from (4.8) it follows that  
[/o /o i ] I n ( f ) l _<h ~llD6fll ~I(T)dT + ~2(T)dT + ~3(T)dT = ~ h ~llD6fll . (4 .9)  
For 2 < i < N-  1, again from (4.7), (3.9) and (3.10), we have 
_ ¢ (4)  120 
~,(S) = S~_% + 28 S,(~)~ + 66 S~ ~) + 28 S~)~ + ~÷2 + -hT (-S~-~ + 4 S~-~ - 6 S~ + 4 S~÷~ - S~+~), 
and again by Peano's kernel theorem, we have 
r , ( / )  = 5! A,_~ (~)~(~ - t)~ nS / ( t )  dr. 
Thus, as in the case i = 1, we find that  
lr~(f)l <_ 10h 2 lln°fll, 2 < i < N - 1. (4.10) 
Finally, for i = N we have 
?'N(f) = f(~)2÷26f(N4)_l ÷65f (N  4) ÷ 1R $(4) .v  JN+I  -- -~120 f~r{_ 1_ ' !  
120 
h2 ( IN-2  - -4 fN-1  ÷5fN -- 2fN+l ) ,  
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and hence as earlier in the case i = 1, we  obtain 
I~N($)I < ~ h 2 IIv sll. (4.11) 
Now we multiply both sides of (4.6) by the diagonal matrix [] = [d~j], where dii = 1/a, a E ~+, 
1 < i < N to obtain [] B e34 = [] r, which gives that 
Ildll <- 11( [] B)-III IIn rll. (4.12) 
Writing [] B = I + A, where A is an N x N matrix with the property that IIAH < 1, it follows 
from (4.12) and Lemma 2.10 that 
1 1 
max Ir~(f)t. (4.13) ]]e~][ < 1-HAll a l<i<_N 
To obtain the smaJlest bound in (4.13), we need to maximize (1 - ]IAH)a over a E ~+. For this, 
from (3.9) we have 
[ 165 - al + 27 166 - al + 54 
IIAII = max [ J a a 
max - - -1 ,  -1  , 0<a_<65,  
a a 
= , 1 , 65<a<66,  
a a 
- - ,  1 -  , a_>66 
a 
120_1 ,  0<a<_66,  
= a (4.14) 
1 1_2, a>66.  
a 
Thus, the condition IIAtl < 1 is equivalent to 120/a - 1 < 1 (1 - 12/a < 1 for all a _> 66), which 
gives that a > 60. Hence, from (4.14) we find that 
max( l -  llAII)a= max" max (2a- 120), max(12)~ = 12. (4.15) 
a>60 ~, 60<a<66 a>66 J 
Using (4.9)-(4.11) and (4.15) in (4.13), we obtain 
5 h2 I ldll-- IIv°sll 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f(x) E PCn'°°[a, b], 4 < n < 6. Then, 
I IDk( f -LS~f ) l l  (Tn,khn-kl IDnfl l ,  0<k<n-1 ,  (4.16) 
where the constants 7,~,k are given in Table 4.1. 
PROOF. Using Lemmas 2.5, 2.7-2.9, and 4.1 in (4.4), the inequalities (4.16) are immediate. 
REMARK 4.1. The sharpness of the inequalities (4.16) remains undecided. However, in Tables 4.2 
and 4.3 we compute the actual values of [[ D k ( f -  LS3Af)[[ for some simple functions and compare 
these with the corresponding right side bounds in (4.16). 
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Tab le  4.1. 
n 
4 5 6 
k 
55 187 
0 0.37325103 - 1 
192 15360 
11 7 
1 0.11915136 4 .0  • - -  • 
12 180 
11 15 
2 0.35998765 4, 0 - - -  • 
4 128 
11 
3 11 0.14015840 4, 1 
24 
23 





Tab le  4.2. f(x) = (1 - x2)e =, x E [ -1 ,  1], n = 6. 
N 9 19 39 
I I : -~ .~: l l  0.40074171-5 0.64615309-7 0.10246557-8 
Bound 0.88955773 - 4 0.13899340 - 5 0.21717718 - 7 
I ID ( : -~: ) l l  0.66801241-4 0.21571012-5 0.68467448-7 
Bound 0.14207553 - 2 0.44398603 - 4 0.13874564 - 5 
l ID 2 ( f -  LS#I) I l 0.10345307-2  0 .66902268-4  0 .42500563-5  
Bound 0.21406469 - 1 0.13379043 - 2 0.83619021 - 4 
II: (:- Ls~:) I 0.19318514-I 0.25007712-2 0.31793521-3 
Bound 0.41861540 4- 0 0.52326925 - 1 0.65408657 - 2 
[ IDa( f -LS~f)  l[ 0.429949354-0  0 .118249154-0  0 .31022977-1  
Bound 0.43764337 4, 1 0.10941084 - 1 0.27352711 4- 0 
I I : ( : -~ : ) l l  0.11720187+2 0.64071402+1 0.33508101+1 
Bound 0.49472729 4, 2 0.24736365 4. 2 0.12368182 4, 2 
Tab le  4.3. f(x) = x(1 - x)e x, x E [0, 1], n = 6. 
N 9 19 39 
I I : -  Ls~: l [  0.55345404- 7 0.87801200- 9 0.13819513-10 
Bound 0.11913720 - 5 0.18615187 - 7 0.29086229 - 9 
lID<f-Ls#f)ll 018475927-5 058667736-7 018476054-8 
Bound 0.38055946 - 4 0.11892483 - 5 0.37164009 - 7 
IID~(I-L~:)II 057301304-4 0.36416919-5 0.22945975-6 
Bound 0.11467751 - 2 0.71673447 - 4 0.44795904 - 5 
lID3 ( : - LS~: ) [ I  0 .21418746-2  0 .27242089-3  0 .34343293- -4  
Bound 0.44851650 - 1 0.56064563 - 2 0.70080703 -- 3 
II D4 (f-- LS3Af) II 0.101157884-0  0 .26564153-1  0 .68073900-2  
Bound 0.93780723 + 0 0.23445181 4. 0 0.58612952 - 1 
I D° (y-LS~f)ll 0548153094.1 0.286941324.1 0.146811024.1 
Bound 0.21202598 4. 2 0.10601299 4, 2 0.53006496 4, 1 
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5. APPROXIMATED QUINTIC LIDSTONE-SPLINES 
For a given function f(x) • PC6'°°[a, b] and a fixed partition A we shall construct approxi- 
mates for the quintic Lidstone-spline interpolate LS3~f(x) when 
I. the values of fi (4), i = 0, N + 1 are unknown; 
2. the values of f~', 0 < i < N + 1 are unknown; 
3. the values of f", 0 < i < N + I, f}4), i = 0, N + 1 are unknown; 
4. the values of f", 1 < i < N, f}4) i = 0, N + 1 are unknown; 
5. the values of fi, f~', 0 < i < N + 1, f~4), i = 0, N + 1 are unknown; 
6. the values of fi, f " ,  1 < i < N, f~4), i = 0 ,N  + 1 are unknown; and 
7. the values of fi, f~', 1 < i < N are unknown. 
CASE 1. We approximate f(4) and f(~)+i by the formulae 
1 
f0(4) _~ ]0(4) _-- hq (3 fo - 14 f l  + 26 f2 - 24 f3 + 11 ):4 -- 2 fs ) ,  (5.1) 
fN(4) ~ ~(4) 1 (--2 fN-4 + l l  fN-a -- 24 fN-2 + 26 fN-~ --14 fN + 3 fN+1), (5.2) 
+I  - -  JN+I  --'~ 
which can easily be shown to have 0(h 6) truncation error. 
DEFINITION 5.1. We say Slf(x) is an approximate for LSa~ f(x) if S l f (x)  • S3(A) with Sl f (x i )  = 
fi, D2Slf(xi)  = f" ,  0 < i < N + 1 and DaSlf(xi)  = ](4), i = O, N + 1. 
We use (5.1) and (5.2) to replace f~4), i = 0, Y + 1 in the system (3.5)-(3.7) and note that  the 
resulting unknowns c~ 4), 1 < i < N, say, can be obtained uniquely in terms of f~, 0 < i < N + 1, 
f~' and f~+l .  Further, by Remark 3.1, Slf(x)  can be explicitly expressed as 
N+I N 
r x t! Slf(x) ~ [r3#,o(x)fi + 3,i,1( )f~ l+r3,o,2(x)]~4)'rl- 3,N+I,2~/X\i(4))JN+I q-~-~T3,i,2(X)C~ 4)" (5.3) 
i=0 i= 1 
To obtain a priori bound for HDk(f - sir)H, 0 < k < 5, we use the inequality 
I] Dk (f  - Slf)]l <-lID k (f  - LS~f)]] + liD k (LS3~f - S l f ) l l ,  (5.4) 
in which the first term of the right side can be estimated by Theorem 4.2, whereas for the second 
term we proceed as follows: from Remark 3.1 and (5.3), we have 
N 
Er3, ,21x)914) (S , f  - LS3~f) (x) : r3,0,2(z)9(o 4) + r3,N+12(Z)gN÷l + , (5.5) 
i=1 
where 9(04) : ]0(4) _ fo(4), .~,(4) ~(4) ~(4) 9!4) : c [4) -c~ 4). Thus, for 0 < k < 5 it follows WN+I  ~ JN+I  -- JN+I~ 
that  
Iin k ( s i r -  iSs~f)ll <_ (9/) (4) --~ 9(/4)+1 ) 0<_m<axN ,<_x<_xi+l max 
(5.6) 
+ H9411 max max Hnkr3,i,2(x)l + Inkr3,i+l,2(x)]] 
0<i<N xi<_z<_xi+l 
where ¢ 4 = [914)]. In (5.6) we have used the fact that Dkr3,i,2(x) is symmetrical about the line 
x = xi, and that Dkr3,i,2(x) is nonzero only in the interval (X~-l, xi)[.J (xi, xi+l). 
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LEMMA 5.1. I[ f (x )  E pc6 '~[a ,  bl, then 
¢~4) < l~h2i iD6f i i ;  i=0 ,  N+l .  (5.7) 
PROOF. We shall prove (5.7) only for i = 0. Denoting ¢(o 4) by r( f ) ,  we have 
1 
(3fo - 14fi + 26f2 - 24f3 4- 11f4 - 2f5) - f~4), 
which in view of Peano's kernel theorem can be written as 
r ( f )  =- ~. (r)~(x - t)5+ D6f(t)  dt, (5.8) 
o 
where 
- + - 
+ 11(x4-t)~ - 2 (x~ - t)~ - 120h4 (xo - t)+ ]. 
It is easy to see that (r)~(x - t) 5 is nonpositive for all t E Ix0, x5]. Thus, from (5.8) it follows 
that 
1 ~5 
[r(f)l -< -~" [[DS fl[ o (r)~(x - t)5+ dt = 176 h2 [[DSfl[' 
LEMMA 5.2. V_[ f (x)  G pc6'~Z[a,b], then 
17 h2 []¢411 <_ ~- ][D6fl[ (5.9) 
PROOF. Letting e 4 [e~ 4)] and c 4 r (4)1 = = [c1~ , we have (3.8) and 
.~  : i ,  (5 .10)  
where k is obtained from k by replacing f~4) with ]{4), i = 0, g + 1. Thus, from (3.8) and (5.10), 
it follows that 
B (c ~ - c~) = k - i. (5.11) 
Multiplying both sides of (5.11) by the diagonal matrix [] = [d~j], where du = 1/a, a E ~+, 
1 < i < N, we get 
•B(c4-c  4) = [:] (k -  ~) , 
which implies that 
]3¢]1-- ]Je~ - c~ll -< I1(~ B)-~II [] (k -  t )  (5.12) 
Now, as in Lemma 4.1, writing [] B = I + A, where A is an N × N matrix with the property 
that [[A[[ < 1, it follows from (5.12) and Lemmas 2.10 and 5.1 that 
IIq~411 <- --1-IlIAIJ al max {18/~b(o4) , ~b(04) , wg+l~(4) , 18 Iq~)+ll} 
(5.13) 
< - -  18-  lID6/. 
- 1 -  IIA}I a 
Since in Lemma 4.1 we have noted that the maximum of (1 - HAIl)a, a E ~+ subject to the 
condition [[AI[ <: 1 is 12, from (5.13) the inequality (5.9) is immediate. 
31:3-[: 
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THEOREM 5.3. I f f (x )E  pc6'°°[a,b], then 
[ [Dk( f - -S l f ) [ l~Zl ,kh6-k[[D6f[ [ ,  0<k<5,  (5.14) 
where ~1,o = 0.10447206+0,/31,1 = 0.34189815+0,/31,2 = 0.10119543+ 1, ~31,3 = 0.44722222+ 1, 
~1,4 -- 0.10875000 + 2, and fll,5 = 0.16333333 + 2. 
PROOF. We use Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, 5.1 and 5.2 in (5.6) to obtain an upper estimate for [[Dk(LS3~f - 
Slf)[[. This estimate together with Theorem 4.2 in (5.4) then gives (5.14). 
CASE 2. We approximate ff', 0 < i < N + 1 by the following relations: 
1 (~ 77 107 61 5)  
f~' --~ ]0~ = ~-~ f0 -- -~- fl + ~ f2 -- 13 f3 + ]-~ S4 -- ~ f5 , (5.15) 
1 
fi' -~f ] ' :  ~ f0 -  ~f l - -g f2+gfa -~f4+~f5  , (5.16) 
( 1 4 5 4 1 )  
f~, _~ ]~, = ~__~1 -]-~ A-2 + ~ f / -1 -  f/q- ~ f /+ l -  f/+2 , 2 < i < N-  1, (5.17) 
1 (1  1 7 1 5 5 )  
f~  "~ ]~r : -  ~ ] '~ SN-4  -- ~ :N-3  q- -~ fN-2  -- ~ fN-1  -- -~ fN -'[- ~ fN+I , (5 .18)  
:~+1-"  1 (6  61 107 77 ~_5 ) 
--~f~+l=~--~ - fN-4 + -~ fN-3 --13 fN-2 + -~ fN-1- -  -~ fN + fN+Y • (5.19) 
It is easy to see that each of these relations has O(h 6) truncation error. 
DEFINITION 5.2. We say S2f(x  ) is agl approximate for LS3ZXf(x) if S2f(x) E S3(A) with S2f(xi) = 
fi, D2S2f(xi) : ]~', 0 < i < Y + 1, and D4S2f(xi) = f[4), i : O, N + 1. 
As in Case 1, we use (5.15) and (5.19) to replace f",  i : 0, N + 1 in the system (3.5)-(3.7) and 
note that the resulting unknowns ,(4) 1 < i < N, say, can be obtained uniquely in terms of f,, t-2i , 
0 < i < N + 1, f~4) and r(4) Further, by Remark 3.1, S2f(x) can be explicitly expressed as JN+I"  
N+I  N 
: r ,-(4)  r3,wx)c  ) a:(x) Z 4> + - .+1+ 
i=0 i=1 
(5.20) 
Thus, for this case, the relations corresponding to (5.4)-(5.6) are 
][O k (f  - S2f)H < ]]0 k ( f  - LS3~f)[[ + ][0 k (LS3~f - S2f)H , (5.21) 
N+I N 
(S2f - LS3~ f) (x) = Z r3,~,l(X)O~'+ Z r3,~,2(x)O~ 4), (5.22) 
i=0 i= l  
liD k (S2f - LS3~f)I[ <_ 11021[ max max [IDkr3,~A(x)l + IDkr3,~+l,l(X)[] 
O<i<N xi<x<_x.i+l 
(5.23) 
+ 0 4 max max [lDkr3,,,2(x)l + IDkr3,~+x,2(x)[], 
0<i<N xi<_x<_xi+l 
~(4) _ _(4) and 0 2 and 04 where 0~' = ]~' - ]~', 0~ 4) = "2i c i , are the vectors [0~'] and [0~4)], respectively. 
As in Case 1, here in (5.23) also we have used the fact that Dkr3,i,l(x) as well as Dkr3,i,2(x) is 
nonzero only in the interval (xi-1, xi) U (x~, Xi+l). 
Further, the results corresponding to Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 are as follows. 
LEMMA 5.4. I f  f (x)  E pc6'°~[a,b], then 
110211 <_ 137 h4 . 180 I I : : l l  (5.24) 
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PROOF. Using a similar technique as in Lemma 5.1, we find that 
137 h4 IID~flI; i=O,N + 1, 
13 h4 D6 f leTl< z-g6 ,, ,,; i= l ,N ,  
~h4]lD°$][, 2<i<N-1 .  
Hence, (5.24) is immediate. 
LEMMA 5.5. KS(x  ) E pc6'°~[a,b], then 
137 h2 lie411 __ -~- IID"Itl . (5.25) 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that  of Lemma 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.6. I f f (x )E  pc6'°°[a,b], then 
HDk (f -- S2f)ll < ~2,k h6-k ]lD6 f]l , 0<k<5,  (5.26) 
where f~2,0 = 0.20641638+0, ~2,1 = 0.73657407+0, ~2,2 = 0.18296875+ 1, f~2,3 = 0.57861111 + 1, 
~2,4 = 0.85694444 + 1, and/32,5 = 0.17388889 + 2. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.3. 
CASE 3. 
DEFINITION 5.3. We say S3f(x) is an approximate for LS~ f(x) if S3f(x) E S3(A) with S3f(x i )  = 
fi, D2S3f(zi) = ]~', 0 ( i < N + 1 and D4S3f(xi) = ]~4~, i = O, N + 1. 
We use (5.15), (5.19), (5.1) and (5.2) to replace f~', f~4), i = 0, N + 1 in the system (3.5)-(3.7) 
and note that  the resulting unknowns ,(4) 1 < i < N, say, can be obtained uniquely in terms ~3i , 
of fi, 0 < i < N + 1. Further, by Remark 3.1, S3f(x) can be explicitly expressed as 
N+I N 
r /x'~(4) E T3'i'2(X)C(34i)" S3f(x) : E [ r3,i,O(x)fli ÷r3, i , l (X)] : / ]  ÷T3,°,2(X)]o(4) ÷ 3,N+1,2~ }JN+I ÷ 
i=0 i=1 
(5.27) 
THEOREM 5.7. KS(x  ) E pc6'°°[a,b], then 
IIDk(S -- S3f)l] < ~3,k h6-k ND° fll , 0<k<5,  (5.28) 
where ~3,0 = 0.29871396 +0, f~3,1 = 0.10395833 + 1, ~3,2 = 0.27244543 + 1, ~3,3 --- 0.98000000 + 1, 
f~3,4 = 0.18486111 + 2, and f~3,5 = 0.31555556 + 2. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.3. Here, the inequality corresponding to (5.6) 
is 
liD k (S3f-LS~S)II < e~ max max []Dk~3,~,l(X)] + IDkra#+,,~(x)l] -- O<i<N xi~_x~xi+l 
+ 4) + ] max max 
O<i(N xi~_x(_xi+l 
÷ ll~4il max max [ID%.W~)I + ID%.,+,.~(~)I] 0<i<:N x~_x~x,.+l 
where ~b4 = [¢}4)], ~i¢(4) _- e(3~) _ c14). By a technique similar to that in Lemma 5.2, we find that  
I1¢~11 < ~ h ~ IID~fll . 
The rest of the proof is clear. 
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CASE 4. 
DEFINITION 5.4. We say S4f(x)  is an approximate for LS3~ f (x)  if S4f (z) E S3(A) with S4f(x i )  = 
fi, 0 < i < N + 1, D2S4f(xi)  ~" = = = f  , 1 < i < N, D2Saf(xi)  ]~', i = 0, N + 1 and DaSaf(x i )  
f(4), i = 0, N ÷ 1. 
We use (5.1) and (5.2) to replace f~4), i = 0, g + 1 in the system (3.5)-(3.7) and note that 
the resulting unknowns _(4) 1 < i < N (Case 1) can be obtained uniquely in terms of fi, 
(~ l i  ' - -  - -  
0 < i < N ÷ 1, f~' and f~+l" Further, by Remark 3.1, s4S(x) can be explicitly expressed as 
N+I  N 
- -  r rx~ ~" K-'  r Ix ~ ' '  S4I(x) = ~ r3,i,0(z)£ -1- 3,0,1~ }J0 + r3,N+l,l(x)f~+l +/__, 3,i,lt }J~ 
~=0 i=1 (5.30) 
N 
r rx~7(4) + ~3,0,~(~)70 (~ + 3,~+1,~ ,,~+1 + ~ ~,~,~(x)c~ I. 
i=1 
THEOREM 5.8.  If f(x) E pcC'°°[a,b],  then 
IID~(s-s~/)ll <_~4,kh6-kJ[D~fll, O<k<5,  (5.31) 
where/~4,o = 0.11349984 + O,/34,1 = 0.37800926 +0,/~4,2 = 0.10841766 + 1,/34,3 = 0.46166667 + 1, 
/~4,4 = 0.10875000 + 2, and/~4,5 = 0.16333333 + 2. 
PROOF. We use the inequality 
II Ok ( f  - S4f)ll <- II Ok ( f  - Sl f) l l  + It Ok (s i r  - S4f)H, 0 < k < 5, 
in which the first term of the right side can be estimated by Theorem 5.3, whereas for the second 
term we proceed as follows: from (5.3) and (5.30), we have 
N 
i=1 
Hence, for 0 < k < 5 it follows that 
II~, ~ (s i s -  s s)ll < max max [ID~,-~,,,I(~)I + IDkra,~+l~(x) l ]  
- -  0<i<N xi<x<xi+l ' ' 
where 8. 2 = [~tqN From the proof of Lemma 5.4, it is clear that tvi Ji=l" 
IIo:ll <- ~ *,' IIv°sll • 
The rest of the proof is obvious. 
CASE 5. 
DEFINITION 5.5. We say Shf(x ) is an approximate for LS3~f(x) i fShf (X)E S3(A) with Shf(x i )  = 
g,, 0 < i < N + 1, where the given gi, 0 < i < N + 1 .are such that 
max 4£-g~1 = 5, 
0<i<N+I  
and D2ShI(x~) 7,, = f~, 0 < i < Y + 1, D4Shf(xi)  = ](a), i = O,Y  + 1, where ]~' and ~4) axe 
obtained from ]~' and ]~4) by replacing f~ with gi, 0 < i < Y + 1. 
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In system (3.5)-(3.7), we replace fi by gi, 0 < i < N+ 1 and f~2k) by ~2k), k = 1, 2, i -- 0, N+ 1, 
and note that  the resulting unknowns ,,(4) 1 < i < N, say, can be obtained uniquely in terms ~5i 
of g~, 0 < i < N + 1. Further, by Remark 3.1, Ssf(x) can be explicitly expressed as 
N+I N 
= r [x ~ ' ]  _ ix ~ ¢-(4) ~ /x~c(4) Ssfl(x) E [ T3,i,O(x)gi ÷ 3,i,lk )Ji J ÷r3,0,2(x)]0 (4) ÷/3,N+l ,2k ] JN+I ÷ ~r3 , i ,2k  ) 5i • 
i=0 i=1 
(5.32) 
THEOREM 5.9. If f (x)E pC6'°°[a, b], then 
HDk(f--Ssf)l l<_/33,kh6-kl lD6fl l+Tkh-k~, 0<k<5,  (5.33) 
where/~3,k are defined in Theorem 5.7 and TO = 0.12529661 + 2, T1 = 0.42444444 + 2, T2 = 
0.10026400 + 3, 7"3 = 0.30666667 + 3, T4 = 0.45333333 + 3, and T5 -- 0.74666667 + 3. 
PROOF. The relations corresponding to (5.4)-(5.6) are 
I IN k (S - ssS)ll -< In Dk ( f  - s3s)ll + II Dk (s3S - ssf) l l ,  (5.34) 
N+I 
(S3 f  S5f ) (x )  E [r3,i,O(X)~i÷r3'i'1(x)~/~'] ÷ r3'0'2(x)"/~4) ÷ r3'N+I'2(X) ~(4) 
- -  ~ IN+I  
i=0 
N 
÷ E ra'i'2(X) O~(4) i ' 
i=1 
and 
lID k ( ss I -  s~/)ll < ~ max max [IDkrs,~,o(X)] + ]Dkr3,i+l,O(X)[] 
- -  0<i<N x~<_x~_xi+a 
160 
+ --~- h-2~ max max [IDkr3,i,l(X)l+lDkr3,i+l,l(X)l] 
0<i<N xi~_x~xi+l (5.35) 
+ 2(80)h-4~ max max IDkrs,~,2(x)l 
O(_i~_N xi~_x(_xi+l 
+ 1l~41l max max [[D%#,~(x)I ÷ ID%,,+I,~(~)I], 
O<i<N xi<x~_xi+l 
where ¢i = f~ - gi, 7~ = f~' . . . .  3i ---- ,! f~r, ,),}4) __ ]}4) f}/4), 0~4) ,~(4)- c~) and c~ 4 loll4)]. 
Following a similar technique as in Lemma 5.2, we find that  
880 
II~ll -< -5- h-4~" 
Now using Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 in (5.35) and then Theorem 5.7 in (5.34) yields (5.33) immediately. 
CASE 6. 
DEFINITION 5.6. We say S6f(x) is an approximate for LS3~I(x) if S6I(z) • S3(A) with 
D2kS6f(xi) = f}2k), k = 0,1, i = 0, N+ 1, S6f(xi) = gi, 1 < i < N, where the given g,, 
1 < i < N are such that 
max I f i -  gil = ~*, (5.36) 
l<i<_N 
and D2S6f(xO = ]~', 1 < i < N, D4S6f(xi) - - / (4) ,  i : 0, N + 1 where ]~' and/ (4)  axe obtained 
from f~' and f(4) by replacing fi with gi, 1 < i < N. 
In system (3.5)-(3.7) we replace f~ by gi, 1 < i < N and f}4) by f}4), i = 0, N + 1 and note f(2k), 
that  the resulting unknowns ~(4) 1 < i < N, say, can be obtained uniquely in terms of Ji ~6i ' 
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k = 0,1, i = 0, N+I  andg4,  1 < i < N. Further, by Remark 3.1, S6f(x) can be explicitly 
expressed as 
N 
S6f(x)  = r3,0,0(x)fo + r3,N+I,O(X)IN+I q- ~ r3,i,o(x)gi + r3,o,l(x)fg' + r3,N+l,l(X)f~+ 1
i=1 
N N (5.37) 
r /x~2(4) "~- ~-~r3,i, l(X)/t'q-r3,0,2(x)/~ 4) -{- 3,N+1,2~ ]JN+I q- ~-~r3,i,2(x)c(64)" 
/ :1  4=1 
THEOREM 5 .10 .  her (x )  E pc6'~[a,b], then  
HDk( f - -S6 f ) l l<_ f l4 ,kh6-k l lD6f l l+T;h -k~*=Mk,  0<k<5,  (5.38) 
where fla,k are defined in Theorem 5.8 and T~ = 0.54770726 + 1, T~ = 0.15068056 + 2, V~ = 
0.42149938 + 2, T~ = 0.16975000 + 3, r~ = 0.36950000 + 3, and T~ = 0.58500000 + 3. 
PROOF. Here we use the triangle inequality 
II Dk (S  - sd)l l  <_ II Dk (s -  s4s)ll + IIDk(&S - sos)ll, 0 < k < 5, 
and apply Theorem 5.8 to the first term, whereas for the second term we note that  
N 
(s4s - &S) (~) = ~ [~,~,o(~)¢4 + ~,~,~(~1.71 + ~3,o,~(~1.~4) + ~3,~+~,~(~) ~(4) 'IN+I 
i=1 
N 
B(4) + ~r3 , i ,2 (x ) , - i  , 
4=1 
where  ~, ---- /~! -- /~1, "i--(4) = ]}4) -- /}4) and  i._ /~(4) = (-:14~(4) _ ~6ifl4)" Denoting f14 = [fl}4)], for 0 < k < 5 
it follows that  
II D* ( sd  - sd)ll _< e* max max [ID%,4,o(Z)[ + 19%,4+1,o(~)1] 0<i<N xi<_x<_Xi+l 
16 h_2~ ,+ -~- max max [ID%,,,~(~)I + IDk~s,4+x,~(x)l] O<_i<_N xi<_x<_xi+l 
+ 2(771h-4~ * max max ID%,~,~(~)I 
O<4<N x,<_x<_Z~+l 
+ IIz'll max max [ID%,,,~(x) I + ID%,,+~,~(~)l]. O<_i<_N x, <z<x~+l 
Following a similar technique as in Lemma 5.2, we find that  
431 h_4~.. II ~411 -< -v  
The rest of the proof is clear. 
CASE 7. 
DEFINIT ION 5.7 .  We say STf(x) is an approximate for LS3af(x) if Svf(x)  E S3(A) with 
D2kSTf(xi) = f(2k), 0 < k < 2, i = O,N + 1, STf(x4) = gi, 1 < i < N, where the given g~, 
1 < i < g are such that (5.36) holds, and D2STf(xO = ]~', 1 < i < N where ]~' are obtained 
from ]~' by replacing f, with g~, 1 < i < N. 
In system (3.5)-(3.7), we replace f4 by g~, 1 < i < N and note that the resulting unknowns 
f(2k) ..(4) 1 < i < N,  say, can be obtained uniquely in terms of J4 ,0  < k < 2, i = 0, N + 1 and g~, ~'74 ' 
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1 < i < N. Further, by Remark 3.1, S7f(x) can be explicitly expressed as 
N 
tl r It S7f(x) = r3,0,0(x)fo + r3,N+l,0(x)fN+l + ~ r3,i,o(x)g4 + r3,0,1(x)f~ + 3,NT I , I (X ) fN÷I  
4=1 (5.39) N N 
r /x ~i" r ex ~A4) + z_. 3,4,,~ .4  + r3,0,~(x)S0(') + 3,~÷,,~ .~÷,  + Z r3,,,~(~)41 ) 
i=1 4=1 
THEOREM 5.11. / fS (X)e  pc6'C~[a,b], then 
IIDk (f-STf)ll <_Mk+ZT,kh6-kl]D6flI+T~h-k~*, 0<k<5,  (5.40) 
where Mk axe defined in Theorem 5.10, ~7,0 = 0.92297585 - 1, ~7,1 = 0.30300926 + 0, fl7,2 = 
0.89476684 + 0, fl7,3 = 0.40138889 + 1, fl7,4 -- 0.99166667 + 1, f~7,5 = 0.14166667 + 2, T~ = 
0.25083226+1, T~ = 0.82347222+1, T~ = 0.24316605+2, T~ = 0.10908333+3, T~ = 0.26950000+3, 
and T~ = 0.38500000 + 3. 
PROOF. Here we use the triangle inequality 
II Ok (f  - S7f)ll ~ II Ok i f  - Ssf)]l + II Ok (S6 f  - STf) H , 0 < k < 5 
and apply Theorem 5.10 to the first term, whereas for the second term we note that  
N 
(S6f_S7f)(x) = ?,3,0,2(x ) "--(](4) -- "fo(4)) + r3,N+I,2(X ) (~(4)~,j N+I -- £(4),N+1] ~ + ~--~ ?'3,4,2 (X) (~ 4) 
i=1 
N 
f~(4) ~(4) ~(4) (4) ~} V~+~ - ~+,  + ~÷~ - fN+, ,  + E ~,,,~(~)¢~4) + ?"3,N + l,2( X) 
4=1 
N 
A~(4) "~ ~ ?'3,4,2(/) /-(4) _ -  + . , ,  
i=l 
where -4 t~(4) ---- ~64"~(4) - -  ~7i'(4)" Denoting ~4 ---- [~4)], for 0 < k < 5 it follows that 
II D~ (s j -  s~z)ll _< 2 [,7~ 4) + 4 `) ] max max ID%,,,~(~) I 
O<4<_N x~<~z<_x~+l 
+ Ildll max max [ID%,4,=(x)I + ID'%,,+,,=(=)I]. O<4<_N x~<_x<_x,+l 
Following a similar technique as in Lemma 5.2, we find that  
231 -4 ~. 
Ildll <- ~ h + ~ h ~ IID"Sll . 
The rest of the proof is clear. 
REMARK 5.1. As in Remark 4.1, in Tables 5.1-5.4 we compute the actual values of II Dk( f -S J ) I I ;  
1 < i < 4, 0 < k _< 5 for the function f(x) = x(1 - x)e ~ in the inter~al [0,1] and compare these 
with the corresponding right side bounds. 
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Tab le  5.1. 
N 9 19 39 
II.f - s : . f l l  0.90438267 - 6 0 .15982897 - 7 0 .26572392 - 9 
Bound 0 .10223442 - 4 0 .15974128 - 6 0 .24959575 - 8 
l iD  ( f  - S : . f ) l l  0 .32694290 - 4 0 .11550035 - 5 0 .38396435 - 7 
Bound 0 .33457519 - 3 0 .10455475 - 4 0 .32673358 - 6 
I ID~( :  - ~1:>11 0,94450261-3  0.66743885-4  0 ,44379648-5  
Bound 0 .99027971 - 2 0 .61892482 - 3 0 .38682801 - 4 
II ~3 (s -  ~,s>ll 0.58743372-1 0.82840159-2 0.11005459-2 
Bound 0 .43764337 9- 0 0 .54705422 - 1 0 .68381777 - 2 
I Ioo<:-~,s)ll 0.218945434,1  0 ,615338964-0  0 .163231864-0  
Bound 0 .10642073 4- 2 0 .26605183 4- 1 0 .66512958 9- 0 
II D5  ( f  - S : f ) l ]  0 .32818885 4 -2  0 .18245457 4 -2  0 .96300558 4 -1  
Bound 0 .15983497 9- 3 0 .79917484 9- 2 0 .39958742 4- 2 
Tab le  5.2. 
N 9 19 39 
Ill - s2$11 0.25871670 - 5 0 .46360347 - 7 0 .77610564 - 9 
Bound 0 .20199524 - 4 0 .31561757 - 6 0 .49315245 - 8 
IID ( f  - s2 f ) l l  0 .15569957 - 3 0 .55869253 - 5 0 .18717064 - 6 
Bound 0 .72079773 - 3 0 .22524929 - 4 0 .70390403 - 6 
I I~'(s-s~:/l l  0,56242737-2 0,40428441-3 o.271o9662-4 
Bound 0 .17904983 - 1 0 .11190614 - 2 0 .69941338 - 4 
I I~ ' (s -  ~,:>ll 0,80658454-1 011634084-1 o156273o2-2 
Bound 0 .56621810 4, 0 0 .70777263 - 1 0 .88471579 - 2 
II ~4(s -  ~,s>ll 013778194 ,1 o.39346765 4.0 0105219584,0 
Bound 0 .83858994 4- 1 0 .20964748 4- 1 0 .52411871 4- 0 
II D5 <s- ~,s/ll 0,23427o72 +2 0.13287403 +2 0,70837784 4.1 
Bound 0 .17016444 4- 3 0 .85082222 4, 2 0 .42541111 4, 2 
Tab le  5.3. 
N 9 19 39 
I IS-  s3.fll 0 .16817937- 5 0.30451725-  7 0.51232884-  
Bound 0.29231594 - 4 0 .45674366 - 6 0 .71366197 - 8 
l id  ( f  - S3 f ) l ]  0.12115769 - 3 0 .43732541 ~ 0 .14692660 - 6 
Bound 0 .10173169 - 2 0 .31791154 - 4 0 .99347358 - 6 
I t~o  '-83~/11 0.56242737-2 0.40428441-3 0.27109662-4 
Bound 0 .26661005 - 1 0 .16663128 - 2 0 .10414455 - 3 
II o ' ( s -  s,s/ll 0.14154370 4.0 0.,0190521-1 0.26976194-2 
Bound 0.95900983 4. 0 0.11987623 4- 0 0.14984529 - 1 
II D~'(s- ~s/ll 0.21894543 4,1 0.61533896+0 0.16323186 4-0 
Bound 0.18090165 "4- 2 0.45225414 - 1 0.11306353 4, 1 
II0 5(s- ~.slll 0.20052269 +2 0.10907387+2 0.56935680 4.1
Bound 0.30879682 4. 3 0.15439841 . 3 0.77199205 9- 2 
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Table 5.4. 
N 9 19 39 
Ill - -  S4fll 0.12283525 - 5 0.21839225 - 7 0.36417452 - 9 
Bound 0.11106884 - 4 0.17354506 - 6 0.27116416 - 8 
liD (f - S4f)ll 0.42485294 - 4 0.15159736 - 5 0.50644173 - 7 
Bound 0.36991285 - 3 0.11559777 - 4 0.36124302 - 6 
It:(:- u)IL 0.11506002-2 0.81684527-4 0.54438463-5 
Bound 0.10609551 - 1 0.66309695 - 3 0.41443559 - 4 
lID 3 (f - S4f) 0.64023272 - 1 0.90473036 - 2 0.12031821 - 2 
Bound 0.45177844 - 0 0.56472305 - 1 0.70590382 - 2 
lID 4 (f - S4f)I] 0.21894543 +I 0.61533896 +0 0.16323186 + 0
Bound 0.10642073 4- 2 0.26605183 4- I 0.66512958 4- 0
I I : ( : -   41)PI 0.32818885+2 0.18245457+2 0.96300558+1 
Bound 0.15983497 -4- 3 0.79917484 . 2 0.39958742 4- 2 
6. TWO VARIABLE  L IDSTONE-SPL INE  INTERPOLAT ION 
For a fixed p, we define the set Lm(p) as follows: 
Lm(p) = Lm(A) • Lm(A') (the tensor  product)  
Span{rm,i,,(x)rm,j,, g+l  m-1 M+: m- :  
= (Y)} i=0 .=0 j=0 .=0 
= Ih(x,  y) e C([a, b] × [c, d]) :  h(x, y) is a two-d imens iona l  po lynomia l  of 
degree at most  (2m - 1) in each var iable and in each subrectangle  
[xi,x~+l] x [yj,yj+l]; 0 < i < N,  0 < j < M}.  
Since Lm(p) is the  tensor  product  of Lm(A)  and  Lm(A ' )  which are of d imens ions  [2m(N+ 1) - 
g ]  and  [2m(M + 1) - M],  respectively, L,~(p) is of d imens ion  [2m(N + 1) - N] x [2m(M + 1) - M].  
DEFINITION 6.1. For a given f (z ,y )  E c(2m-2'2m-2)([a,b] × [c,d]), we say LPmf(x,y) is the 
Lm(p)-interpolate of f (x,  y), also known as the two-dimensional Lidstone interpolate of f (x,  y), 
f(2~,2v). i f  L~f (x ,y )  C Lm(p) with --x/92~t/-)2uLp--y -m f(xi ,  yj) = Ji,j , 0 < i < N + 1, 0 _< j <_ M + 1, 
O<#,u<_m-1 .  
For f (x,  y) E C (2m-2'2m-2) ([a, b] × [e, d]), it is clear that  L~f (x ,  y) un ique ly  exists and  can be 
expl ic i t ly  expressed as 
N+I m-1 MA-1 m-1 
E E E (6.1) 
i=0 ~t=0 j=0 v=0 
The set Sm(p) is def ined as follows: 
Sin(p) = Sin(A) ~B Sm(A') (the tensor  product)  
= {s(x, y) E C(2m-3'2m-3)([a, b] × [c, d]) :s(x,y) is a two-d imens ional  po lynomia l  
of degree at most  (2m - 1) in each var iable and  in each subrectangle  
% 
×[Yj,Yj+I]; 0<i<N,  0<j<M}.  Xid -1]  
Since Sin(p) is the tensor  product  of S in(A)  and  Sm(A') which are of d imens ions  2 (N  + m) 
and  2(M + m) ,  respectively, Sin(p) is of d imens ion  4 (N  + m)(M + m). 
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DEFINIT ION 6.2. For a given f(x,y) ~ c(2m-2'2m-2)([a,b] × [c,d]), we say LSPmf(x,y) is the 
Lidstone Sm(p)-interpolate of f(x, y), also known as Lidstone-spline interpolate of f(x, y), if 
~e(2/~,2u) LSPmf(x,y) e Sin(p) with --x/')2/~/')2Y/'qP--y --~m f(xi,yj) = ~i,j , where #, u, i and j satisfy the 
following: 
(1) i fO<_#,u<_m-2,  thenO<i<N+l ,  0<_ j<_M+l ;  
(2) i f i t=m- l ,  0<u<m-2,  then i=O,N+l ,  0<j<_M+l ;  
(3) i f0_<#_<m-2,  u=m- l ,  then0<i<N+l , j=0,  M+l ;and  
(4) if i t= u= m-1 ,  then (i,j) = (0,0), (0, M+ 1), (N+ 1,0), (N+ 1, M+1) .  
Since Sin(p) C Lm(p) in view of (6.1), it is clear that LSPmf(X, y) can be written as 
N+I  m-1  M+I  rn -1  
LS~f (x ,y )= Z E ~ ~ rm'~"(x)rm'J'~(y)D2"D2~LS~f(xi'Y3)" (6.2) 
i=O 1~=0 j=O u=O 
In (6.2), D~'D2~LS~f(xi, yj) where #, v, i and j do not fulfill Definition 6.2 exist uniquely. 
In fact, for m = 3 we shall show that these unknown constants are the solutions of diagonally 
dominant systems of algebraic equations. 
2lz,2v = D2~ D2V h ~ xLEMMA 6.1. Let h(x,y) E L3(p) be a function for which, say, cij x y  i,yj), 0 < 
#,v < 2, 0 < i < N + 1, 0 < j < M + 1 exist. Then, the function h(x,y) C S3(p)  if and only ff 
e2t,,2v where it, u, i and j are such that i,j , 
(1) i f i t=2,  v=0,1 ,  then l  < i<N,  0<_ j<M+I ;  
(2) i f i t=0,1 ,  u=2,  then0<i<N+l , l<_ j<_M;and 
(3) f l i t  =v=2,  then 1 < i  < N , j  =O,M+I  and0 <i  <N+I ,  1 ~ j_< M, satisfy the 
following relations: 
6. 4 2v . ~^ 4,2u 4,2v 120C2'2v - 18 4,2u ~c~:j + c3,j -~ oj Coj t ZDC2, j ~- 
120 { ~ o,2u ~ 0,2~ . 0,2~ o,2~A 
~- ~ ~-- ZCo, j -Jr" OCl, j -- ~C2, j "4- C3, j J ,  (6.3) 
4,2v 26c4,2v , ~ 4 2u ,~  4,2u 4,2u + oDci,~ + + Ci- -2 j  "~ i--l,j ZDCi-FI,j Ci+2,j 
120 f o,2~ _ 4cO,2v + 6cO,2v . 0,2u . 0,2v "~ 
= - -~ ~Ci--2,j i - l , j  i,j -- qCi+l, j d- Ci+2,j) , 
2 < i < N-  1, (6.4) 
4,2u ~ 4,2t~ ..~ 4,2u 120 2 2.  _ 18C4,2v 
CN-2,3 "4- ZDCN- I , j  "~- DOCN,j ~--" " -~CN+I , j  NTI, j  
120 / 0,2v . 0,2v ~ o,2v 2 o,2v 
-- ttCN_l, j OCN,j + + - (6.5) 
In the system (6.3)-(6.5), J /u  = 0, 1, then in (6.4), 2 < i < N - 1, 0 < j < M + 1, and in (6.3) 
and (6.5), 0 < j < M + 1; also i fv = 2, then in (6.4), 2 < i < N-  1, j = O,M + 1, and in (6.3) 
and (6.5), j = O,M + 1. 
Further, we have 
6~,~2~,4 26c2,~,4 2~,4 120 2~,,2 1 ~.~2/~,4 
120 (_9,.2~, 0 . 2~,,0 A,.2~,o~ ,.2~,,0"~ 
-[- " -~  ~, ~ ' i ,0  + VCi,1 --~i,2 " "%3 ) ' (6.6) 
..2D,4 .~  2g,4 2g 4 2g 4 , 2/~,4 120/r.2b~,0 A2D,0 ~ 2/~,0 -- 2g,0 - -  2/~,0 
'~i,j-2 +z~ci,j-I A-66Ci,j' +26ci,j~1+Ci,j+2 = 14 ~'-'i,j-2--='-'i,j-1 "{-Dci,j --etCl,j+l"~-ci,j+2) , 
2<j<M-1 ,  (6.7) 
2~,,4 _ ~. 2~,4 65c2~4 120 2,,~ .~ 21,,4 
Ci,M_ 2 "~- ZOCi,M_ 1 -b , -~ i ,M-F1  -- lthCi,M+l 
120 [ 2,,o 4_2~ 0 _~ 2/~,0 o~2~,0 "~ 
"~ -~-  ~Ci,M-2-- Ci ,M-1  ~t~i ,M - -~ i ,M 'b l ) "  (6 .8)  
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For 0 < # < 2 in equation (6.7), 2 < j <_ M - 1, 0 < i < N + 1, and in (6.6) and (6.8), 
0<i<N+I .  
~2~,2u Moreover, from the systems (6.3)-(6.5) and (6.6)-(6.8), the unknowns _~,j where #, u, i 
2/~,2v and j satisfy the conditions of Lemma 6.1 can be obtained uniquely in terms of cij  where #, 
u, i and j fulfill Definition 6.2 for m = 3. 
PROOF. The proof follows from Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 6.2. For a given f (x ,y)  E C(4'4)([a,b] x [c,d]), LS~f(x,y)  exists and is unique. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.3. 
2N+5 REMARK 6.1. In view of Remark 3.2, LS~f(x,  y) in terms of L-cardinal splines {si(x)}i= o and 








(4 0) [f;,)' s21v+4(x) ÷ (4 2) + "> 
+ :0(?t >s,.+.(x)...+.(.) + s(Zt  0. . .+.( . )s , .+.( . )  
-[- f(N4~,M + I S2N +5 ( X )S2M +5 (y ). 
The following result, whose proof for m -- 3 is immediate from Remarks 3.2 and 6.1, provides 
a characterization f LSPmf(x, y) in terms of one-dimensional interpolation schemes. 
LEMMA 6.3. I f f (x ,y )  e c(2m-2'2m-2)([a,b] X [c,d]), then 
ns~f (x ,y )  = ns~'ns~f (x ,y )  = nS~mnS~'f(x,y). (6.10) 
Now let f (x ,y)  E C(2m-2'2m-2)([a,b] x [c,d]) be an arbitrary function. From Lemma 6.3 we 
have 
: -  Ls~: = ( : -  Ls~:) + Ls~ ( : -  Ls~':) (6.~1) 
= (f- LS~f)+ [LS~ (f- LS~m'f) - (f- LS~'f)] "i-(f- LS~'f) (6.12> 
= (f- LS~f) + [LS~' (f- LS~mf) -(f- LS~mf)] + (f- LS~'f). (6.13) 
THEOREM 6.4. Let f ( z ,y )  E PC'~'n'°°([a,b] × [c,d]), 4 < n < 6. Then, 
_ n n n k II Dk ( f  - LS~f)II < 7n,k hn-k IlD~fll + 7n,kTn,o hn-k£ n IlnuDzfII + 7n,o £n IIDuDxfll , 
(~ IA'~ 
0 < k < n - 1 ~"~~: 
where the constants ~(n,k are defined in Table 4.1. 
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PROOF. Since as a function of x, ( f  -LS3~' f )  G PCn'°°[a,b], from (6.12) and Theorem 4.2 it 
follows that 
IID2 ( : -  LS.~:)II _< tlD~ ( / -  LS#:)II + D~ [LS# (S -  LS#'/) - (S -  LS#':)] 
+ ( : -  
<_ "Tn,k h n-k IID~fll + "/n,k h n-k D n ( f  - ns3~'f) (6.15) 
-{- D k ( f -LS3~' f )  , O<k<n-1 .  
Further: since as a function of y, for each 0 < k < n, D~f  C PCn"°[c,d], and k a '  DxLSJ f = 
LSZ~'D kr Theorem 4.2 can be used again to obtain 3 x J ,  
_ n k Dfi (:-  LS~':) < ~,~,o:~llD~Dx:lt. (6.16) 
Now using (6.16) in (6.15), we obtain (6.14). 
REMARK 6.2. In Theorem 6.4, the corresponding bound for IlDky(f- LS~f)I I can be obtained by 
replacing x with y and h with ~. 
Tab le  6.1. 
N=M 7 9 15 
II:-Ls~':ll 0.40775426-7 0.10782875-7 0.65070416-9 
Bound 0 .10101592 - 5 0 .26476449 - 6 0 .15780343 - 7 
IID.(f-LS~$) 0.10835931-5 0 .35828258-6 0 .34608229-7 
Bound 0 .23597874 - 4 0 .76650009 - 5 0 ,72147984 - 6 
I I .~( : -Ls ; : )  0218125~8-6 0.70027897-7 0.60778504-8 
Bound 0 .86601004 - 5 0 .24806215 - 5 0 ,18563564 - 6 
I 1~( : -~: )  o.26926892-4 0.11130159-4 0.17204645-5 
Bound 0 .55172640 - 3 0 .22488499 - 3 0 .34137234 - 4 
I I .~( : -~s ; : )  0.38211612-5 0.15833398-5 0.24541972-6 
Bound 0 .10681608 - 3 0 .39447909 - 4 0 ,53125102 - 5 
II~ (:- Lsf:) 0.80~96274- 3 0.41591423-3 0.10288944-3 
Bound 0 .17082952 - i 0 .87335725 - 2 0 .21299025 - 2 
l l~( : -~81s)  o.11543671-3 o.59571421-4 014717418-~ 
I 
Bound 0 .25695339 - 2 0 .12810329 - 2 0 .30623933 - 3 
IID: (:- ~f:) o.29006252-1 0.18961704-I 0.76511248-2 
Bound 0 .28524277 + 0 0 .18242824 + 0 0 .71235164 - 1 
II0~ (:-~;:)i o.41864413-2 0.27311622-2 o.1o986818-2 
Bound 0 .41285986 - 1 0 .26196199 - 1 0 .10184128 - 1 
119~(:-Ls~:)  0.12960882+ 1 0.10582996+1 0.68218153+O 
Bound 0 .51558670 + 1 0 .41233043 + 1 0 .25767330 + 1 
I I~( : -~u) l  0.18694945+0 0.15235647+0 0.97926411-1 
Bound 0 .73917046 + 0 0 .58967194 + 0 0 .36813700 + 0 
REMARK 6.3. As in Remarks 4.1 and 5.1 in Table 6.1, for n = 6 we compute the actual values 
of IID~(f - LS~f)I  I and IiD~(f - LS~f)II, 0 < k < 5 for the function f (x ,y)  = x(1 - e x~) e 
C(~'°°)([0, 1] x [0, 1]) and use Theorem 6.4 to compare these with the corresponding right side 
bounds. 
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7. SOME APPL ICAT IONS 
To show further the sharpness and the importance of our results here, we shall present he 
following four interesting applications. 
S ix th  Order  Boundary  Value Prob lems 
For the two-point sixth order boundary value problem 
f(6) = F(x , f ) ,  a < x < b, 
f (a)  = Ao, f " (a)  = A2, f(4)(a) = A4, (7.1) 
f(b) = Bo, f"(b)  -- B2, f(4)(b) -- B4, 
a quintic Lidstone-spline solution STf (x)  (which is in the class C(3)[a, b]) can be constructed as 
follows: 
1. Define xi = a ÷ ih, 0 < i < N ÷ 1, h -= (b -  a ) / (N  ÷ 1), f i  = f (x i ) ,  where f (x )  is the exact 
solution of (7.1). 
2. Compute gi, 1 < i < N the approximation of f i ,  1 < i < N by using the sixth order method 
of Twizell and Boutayeb [21]. This means that maxi<i<_N Ifi -- gil : ~* -~ O(hS) • 
3. Construct STf (x)  with the known conditions D2kSTf(xo) = A2k, D2ks7 f (XN+l )  = B2k, 
0 < k < 2 and STf(x i )  = gi, 1 < i < N.  
From Theorem 5.11 it is clear that this STf (x)  is a sixth order C (3) approximation to the 
solution f (x )  of the problem (7.1); i.e., I I f -  STfll = O(h6). 
Four th  Order  Boundary  Value Prob lems 
For the two-point fourth order boundary value problem 
f(4) = F (x , I ) ,  a < x < b, 
f (a)  = Ao, f " (a )  = A2, (7.2) 
f(b) = Bo, f"(b) -- B2, 
a sixth order quintic Lidstone-spline solution STf(x)  of class C (3) can be constructed as for (7.1), 
except that now we use some known sixth order discrete method to compute gi, 1 < i < N ,  
and instead of D4STf(xo)  = A4, DaSTf (xg+l )  = B4, simply use D4Sr f (xo)  = F(a,  Ao), 
D4STf (xg+l )  = F(b, Bo). 
Second Order  Boundary  Value Prob lems 
For the two-point second order boundary value problem 
f "  = F (z ,  f ) ,  a < z < b, 
(7.3) 
f (a)  = Ao, f(b) = Bo, 
a sixth order quintic Lidstone-spline solution Ss f (x )  of class C (3) can be constructed as follows: 
1. Define z~ = a + ih, 0 < i < N ÷ 1, h = (b - a ) / (N  ÷ 1), f~ = f (x i ) ,  where f ( z )  is the exact 
solution of (7.3). 
2. Compute gi, 1 < i < N the approximation of fi, 1 < i < N by using the sixth order method 
of Chawala [29]. 
3. Construct Ss f (x )  with the conditions Ss f (xo)  = Ao, Ss f (xg+l )  = Bo, Ss f (x i )  = g~, 
1 ~ i ~ N ,  D2Ss f (xo)  = F(a,  Ao), D2Ss f (xN+l )  -~ F(b, Bo), D2Ss f (x i )  = F(x~,gi) ,  
1 < i < N, and D4Ssf (x i )  = ]~4), i -- 0, N ÷ 1 (see Definition 5.6). 
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We use ](a) to replace f~4), i = 0, N + 1 and gi to replace fi, 1 < i < N in the system (3.5)- 
(3.7) and note that  the resulting unknowns c(4)6~, 1 < i < N (Case 6 of Section 5) can be obtained 
uniquely in terms of f~2k), k = 0, 1, i = 0, N + 1 and gi, 1 < i < N. Further, by Remark 3.1, 
Ssf(x) can be explicitly expressed as 
N 
Ss f (x )  = r3,0,0(x)fo + r3,N+l,O(X)fN+l "~ E ?'3'i'o(X)gi 
i=1 
N 
+ r3,0A(x)F (xo, fo) + r3,g+l,l(x)F (XN+I, fN+l) q- E r3,i,l(X)F (xi, gi) (7.4) 
i=1 
N 
r ~x~(4) V" r "x" (4) + r3,0,2(X)]0 (4) -I- 3,N+1,2~, }JN+I "~ ~ 3,i,2i, )e6i • 
i=1 
THEOREM 7.1. I f  f (z)  E PC 6,°~[a, b], then 
II Dk ( f  - s~f)ll ~ 9,,~ h ~-~ I ID~fll + ~,  0 < k < 5, (7.5) 
where f~l,k are defined in Theorem 5.1 and 
1 2 1 
~0 = (0.48104060 + 1)~* + ~ h #, ~1 = (0.12401389 + 2)h-1~ * + ~ h/z, 
~2 = (0.36816605 + 2)h-2~ * + ~, 73 -- (0.15908333 + 3)h-3~ * + 2h-1#, 
~4 = (0.36950000 + 3)h-4~ *, ¢5 = (0.58500000 + 3)h-5~ *, 
~* is defined in (5.36), and # = maxl<i< N IF(x,  A) - F(x~, g,)l. 
PROOF. We use the inequality 
II Dk (S - sss)ll <_ In Dk (s - s,f)l l + In Dk (s ,s  - Ssf) l l ,  0 < k < 5 (7.6) 
and apply Theorem 5.1 to the first term, whereas for the second term we note that  
N N 
(Sly - Ssf) (x) = ~ r3,,,0(x) (f, - g,) + ~ r3,,,,(x) [F (x,, f,) - r (z,, g,)] 
i=1 i=1 
['¢(4) i(4) ~ (7.7) + ra,o,2(x)(fo (4)- ]0 {4)) -'}-T3,N+I,2(X)\'/N+I- JN+I] 
N 
-~- ~ r3,i,2(x)6} 4), 
i :1 
_(4) ,~(4) Denoting 64 [6(4)1 for 0 < k < 5 it follows that where 6~ 4) = c1~ - ~6~ • = t i J, 
liD k (S l f  - Ssf) l  I < ~* max max HDkr3,i,o(x)l q-IDkr3,i+l,O(X)l] 
-- O<i<N x~<_x<_x~+l 
+ # max max [ID%a,,,x(x)l + ID%a,,+l,,(x)[] 
0<i<N x~<x<_x~+x 
+ 2 (77h-4~ *) max max IDkr3,,,2(x)l (7.8) 
O<_i<_N xi <_x<_xi+l 
+ 116'11 ma~ max [$D~,-3,,,=(~)1 + ID%,,+,,=(~)I] O<i<N xi<x<xi+l 
By a technique similar to that in Lemma 5.2, we find that  
431 h_ 4 ~.. 116411 _< 
The rest of the proof is clear. 
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From Theorem 7.1, it is clear that this Ssf(x) is a sixth order C (3) approximation to the 
solution f(x) of the problem (7.3). 
REMARK 7.1. The above construction of STf(x) and Ssf(x) for the problems (7.2) and (7.3), 
respectively, is in contrast with Usmani and Warsi [22,23] and others, where the smooth solutions 
of the boundary value problems are obtained by using only the consistency relations for the spline 
functions uch as the system (3.5)-(3.7). Although, this results into relatively less computation, 
then only lower order approximations are achieved. 
In particular, for the problem 
f , , _  (1 -x ) f+ 1 o<z<l ,  
(1 + x) 2 ' 
1 (7.9) 
f (0) - -1 ,  f (1 )= 2' 
for which the exact solution is f(x) -- 1/(1 + x), we use the above procedure to construct he 
C (3) approximate solution Ssf(x). In Table 7.1, we illustrate (* which is computed by using the 
known exact solution, the actual values of [[Dk(f - S8f)[[, 0 < k < 5 and compare these with 
the corresponding right side bounds in (7.5). 
Tab le  7.1. 
N 9 19 39 
~* 0.45080060 - 8 0.73603471 - 10 0.11709800 - 11 
Ill - ssfil 0.28696423 - 5 0.73948247 - 7 0.15304626 -- 8 
Bound 0.75241572 - 4 0.11756648 - 5 0.18369862 - 7 
lID ( f  - Ss f ) [ l  0.10424566 - 3 0.53553269 - 5 0.22136649 - 6 
Bound 0.24622259 - 2 0.76945341 - 4 0.24045522 - 5 
I I :  ( : -  s : ll 0.30084398-2 0.30930368-3 0.25579334-4 
Bound 0.72877309 - 1 0.45548783 - 2 0.28468113 - 3 
[[D3 ( f  - S8 f )  [[ 0 .190905584-0  0 .38736775-1  0 .63700038-2  
Bound 0.32207172 4, 1 0.40259367 4. 0 0.50324422 - 1 
0.73500031+1 02919 317+1 0.95126454+0 
Bound 0.78316657 4. 2 0.19579351 + 2 0.48948577 4, 1 
[lD5(f-Ssf) l 0.12173437 4-3 0 .906191044-2  0 .573472954-2  
Bound 0.11762637 4- 4 0.58813777 4. 3 0.29407014 - 3 
Linear Integral Equations 
Consider the linear Fredholm integral equation of the second kind 
¢(x) = f(x, u) ¢(y) du + ¢(x), x e [a, b], (7.10) 
where f(x,y) • C(4'4)([a,b] x [c,d]) and ¢(x) • C[a,b]. 
In (7.10), we can approximate f(x, y) by its biquintic Lidstone-spline interpolate, LSPf(x, y), 
which in view of (6.9) is in degenerate form, i.e., (for the simplicity of notation) can be written 
as  
n 
LS~f(x,y) = Z Z ~A"(x)B'(y)" 
t~=l v=l  
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Wi th  this approximation, the resulting integral equation appears as 
// ¢(x) = LS~f(x,y) ¢(y)dy + ~b(x), x E [a,b], (7.11) 
which determines an approximate solution ¢(x). 
Equation (7.11) is the same as 
¢(x) = E At'(x)/~" + ~(x), x e [a, b], (7.12) 
tL= l  
where 
~ = ~,~B~(y)¢(y) dy, 1 < it <_ ~. (7.13) 
From (7.12), the approximate solution ¢(x) can be obtained if we can determine the ~ x 1 
vector ~ -- [/~]. For this, we substitute (7.12) in (7.13), to obtain 
~, = ~,~B,(y) E ~,A,(y) dy + ~,B,(y)O(y) dy, 1 < it _< (, (7.14) 
y-----I c #=I  ~=I 
which in system form can be written as fl = Pfl + q, or 
( I  - P)/~ = q, (7.15) 
where P = [Pij] is an ~ × ~ matrix 
Pij = E ~i~B~(y)Aj(y)dy, 1 <_ i,j <_ ~ (7.16) 
v=l  
and q = [qi] is an ~ × 1 vector 
qi = ~i~B,,(y)¢(y) dy, 1 < i < (. (7.17) 
v=l c 
It is clear from (7.12) and (7.15) that a unique ¢(x) exists if and only if the matr ix ( I  - P)  is 
nonsingular. To provide sufficient conditions for the existence of a unique ¢(x), we introduce the 
operators R and S on C[a, b] as follows: 
d 
R[¢] -- ]c f(x, y) ¢(y) dy 
and 
d 
S[¢] ]c LS~f(x,y) ¢(y) dy, 
so that (7.10) and (7.11) in operator form can be written as 
(I  - R)[¢] = #) (7.18) 
and 
(I  - S)[q~] -- ¢, (7.19) 
respectively. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let T : C[a, b] --* C[a, b] be an operator de//ned by TIC] = ~p. We say that the 
operator T is invertible i/'T[¢] = #) has a unique solution ¢ • C[a, b] t'or each ~p • C[a, b]. 
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LEMMA 7.2. I f  ( I  -- R) is inyertible and 
a = (d - c)I I f  - LS~fN I1( I - R)-III < 1, (7.20) 
then ( I  - S) is invertible; i.e., (7.11) has a unique solution ¢(z).  
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1 in [30]. 
THEOREM 7.3. I f  ( I  -- R) is invertible and (7.20) holds, then 
][¢ - ,11 < ~ II¢ll (7.21) 
- -1 - - (7  
and 
II+- -< II tl (7.22) 
(Inequality (7.21) gives a priori error bound, whereas (7.22) provides a posteriori error bound.) 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of [30, Theorem 3.2]. 
From Theorem 6.4, the following corollary of Theorem 7.3 is immediate. 
COROLLARY 7.4. I f  ( I  - R) is invertible, f (x ,  y) E PCn'n'°°([a, b] x [c, d]), 4 < n <_ 6 and p is 
such that 
an = (Tn,ohn[[D~fU +~/2,ohngn[ID~D~f[] + 7n,0en [ID~f][) × (d -c )  H( I -  R)- ' I [  < 1, 
then ( I  - S) is invertible. Moreover, (7.21) and (7.22) hold. 
In particular, we consider the integral equation 
¢(x)  = x (1 - e ~y) ¢ (y )  ay  + e ~ - x,  x e [0,11 (7 .23)  
whose exact solution is known to be ¢(x) ==- 1. In this equation, the operator R is given by 
R[¢]  = x (1 - e xy) ¢ (y )  ay,  
and hence, 
IIR[¢][ I < max f l  O<z<l Jo Ix (1 - eXy)[ dy 1[¢11 = 0<x<lmax (e  - x - 1) II¢lI = (e - 2)11¢11, 
which gives that IIRII _< (e - 2) < 1. 
From the extension of Lemma 2.10 for bounded linear operators in Banach spaces, the term 
[[(I - R)-I[[ in cr 6 (Corollary 7.4) can be replaced by (3 - e) -1 .  With this modification, the two 
error bounds (7.21) and (7.22) will be larger. We shall find ¢(x) and the actual value of I1¢ - ~11, 
and compare this with the modified error bounds. 
Choose N and M such that in Corollary 7.4, (Y6 < 1. We first obtain the biquintic Lidstone- 
spline interpolate of the kernel f (x ,  y) = x(1 - e xy) E C(°°'°°)([0, 1] x [0, 1]). For this, in view of 
Remark 6.1, we need only to construct he cardinal Lidstone-splines si(x), 0 < i < 2N + 5 and 
sj(y), 0 <_ j < 2M + 5. From (3.11), we note that only the values of cl 4), 1 < i < N need to be 
computed for each cardinal spline as the explicit expressions of the functions r3,i,j (X) are  known. 
Thus, we need to solve the system (3.5)-(3.7). To find ¢(x) we need to solve the system (7.15) 
to obtain the vector/3; then from (7.12) it follows that 
2N+5 
~(x)  = ~ s , (~)~,  + e ~ - x. x • [0.1]. 
/z=0 
In Table 7.2 we present he actual value of I]¢ - ¢11 = max0<i<g maxx,<_z<x,+l I1 -- ¢(x)], and 
the two modified error bounds. 
31:3-G 
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Table 7.2. 
N=M 7 9 15 
ll - 0.38805225-8 0.10835548-8 0.69038500-10 
a6 1_o. 6 I1¢11 0.35857211 - 5 0.93982129 - 6 0.56014648 - 7 
 01HI 0358.082_5  0.93982041-6 056014645_7 
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